
QT474-411-5 4-Channel H.264 DVR with 4 Night and Day Cameras and Pre-Installed 500GB Hard Drive 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need extra security for your home, the office or your property? We’ve combined a quality 4-channel DVR with a pre-installed 500GB hard drive and four 
weatherproof color cameras to give you everything you need in a low-priced package. The Mac and Windows compatible DVR allows you to monitor your 
property anywhere you have a high-speed Internet connection, worldwide. Set it to email you when motion is detected, the hard drive is full, or if video loss has 
occurred. View live video or playback footage on your Mac, PC, or supported 3G/4G Smartphone. The DVR allows you to simultaneously record, view live or 
recorded footage, play back footage, back-up files and remotely monitor. Enjoy key features like broad administrative control, 2X digital zoom, D1 and CIF 
recording resolution options, H.264 video compression, easy backup to a USB flash or hard drive, four weatherproof, high-quality cameras with a 40 foot night 
vision range and more. Q-See offers its Centralized Management System software for its QT-series DVRs to monitor multiple QT-series DVRs from a single 
computer. Control each DVR just as if you were sitting at it! With 24 infrared LEDs at 0 lux, these cameras deliver the powerful night vision you need in low to 
zero light.  They are ready-made with pre-assembled, 3-axis mounts for easy placement on a wall, ceiling, or other flat surface. Rely on Q-See to save you money 
and time with easy installation and lifetime technical support. Peace of Mind–Anywhere, Anytime. 
 

KEY FEATURES    

 MOBILE DEVICES- Instantly view live video from any of your system's cameras. Supported Smart phones: iPhone, iPad, Android, Windows Phone 7, 
BlackBerry OS 5, 6, Windows Mobile Pro 6.0, 6.1, 6.5, or Symbian Operating System. 

 EMAIL ALERTS- Receive instant email alerts with snapshot images when motion is detected; when the hard drive is full, or when video loss has occurred. 

 UNIVERSAL PLUG AND PLAY- automatically- and seamlessly interact with other devices on the network - without the need for special software or time-
consuming configuration routines. If your router is UPnP-capable, Q-See’s DVRs are ready to go to work! 

 CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE- helps you remotely access and view your cameras on one screen. Monitor multiple QT-series DVRs from a single 
computer using just one, simple log-in. Control each DVR just as if you were sitting at it!  

 500GB HARD DRIVE--Record and store video footage on the pre-installed 500GB SATA A/V-rated hard drive.  This system can support a hard drive of up 
to one 2TB. 

 H.264 COMPRESSION--Superior H.264 video compression minimizes file size in order to maximize the recording time without affecting the image 
quality. This allows you to efficiently store and transfer high quality video using less space on your hard drive. 

 MULTIPLEX MULTI-TASKING FUNCTIONALITY-You can simultaneously record, view live or recorded footage, back-up files and remotely monitor and 
manage your DVR on your computer network or the Internet without any recording loss.  

 FOUR RECORDING MODES-Advanced Motion Detection, Time-Schedule, Alarm Sensor Trigger, Manual 

 THREE VIEWING MODES-Select from Single Cam View, Multiple camera view, and Timed Auto-Sequence 

 THREE SEARCH OPTIONS-Time,  Motion Detection Event, and Alarm Triggered Event 



 CONVENIENT BACKUP-Backup video files from the surveillance system to a PC, Flash Drive or USB Hard Drive.  

 OPERATING SYSTEMS- WinXP, Vista, Win7, MacOS 10.6/10.7 

 INTERNET BROWSERS- Internet Explorer, Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox  

 INDOOR/OUTDOOR CAMERAS-Q-See cameras are always an excellent choice for capturing activity indoors or out, day or night.  

 40ft NIGHT VISION-The four cameras are each equipped with 24 infrared LED lights that can record at a distance of up to 40 feet in the dark.  

 MOUNTING BRACKETS-Flexible 3-axis mounts allow for more precise positioning of the cameras, while guiding the cables directly through the brackets 
to reduce the threat of vandalism.  

 FIELD OF VISION-The cameras are equipped with a 3.6mm lens, which provides a 50 - 55° radius of vision.  

 60Ft CABLES-60 foot cables are included with each camera for immediate installation. Triple the length of your included cables by simply adding cable 
extensions for greater flexibility. We offer shielded and unshielded cables from 60 to 1000 feet.  

What's Included 

 4-Channel H.264 DVR with 500 Gigabyte Hard Drive (QT474-5)  
 (4) Indoor/Outdoor Cameras with 3-Axis Brackets (QSM1424W) 
 (4) 60ft RCA-Audio, Video, Power Cable for flexible installation 
 (1) Power Supply and 4-Way Splitter for Cameras 
 USB Mouse and Remote Control 
 Power Cord for DVR 
 RJ-45 Ethernet Cable 
 BNC to RCA adapter 
 Quick Start Guide 
 CD-Rom with Remote Viewing Software and Manuals 
 1-year Q-See Warranty & Lifetime Technical Support  

 


